Directions to Camp Lawton

If traveling from NORTH of Tucson.... I-10 is under construction in the downtown area. Exit at Ina Rd. (which turns into E. Skyline Dr.) and go EAST to Swan Rd. Turn SOUTH on Swan to Grant Rd. Turn EAST on Grant and follow to Tanque Verde. Turn EAST on Tanque Verde and follow to Catalina Hwy. (McDonalds) Turn NORTH on Catalina Hwy. follow to mile marker 19 (Organization Ridge Rd.) Turn LEFT, then veer LEFT into Camp.

If traveling from SOUTH of Tucson.... I-19 NORTH to I-10 EAST (El Paso) follow to Kolb Rd. Exit and go NORTH to Tanque Verde. Turn EAST follow to Catalina Hwy. (McDonalds) Turn NORTH on Catalina Hwy. follow to mile marker 19 (Organization Ridge Rd.) turn LEFT then veer LEFT into Camp.

If traveling from EAST of Tucson.... I-10 to Houghton Rd. Exit and go NORTH to Catalina Hwy. (Stop sign) Turn RIGHT follow to mile marker 19 (Organization Ridge Rd.) Turn LEFT, then veer LEFT into Camp.

19 miles of winding road
BE AWARE!